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Editor’s Thoughts

I am watching the growing row over the direction of 

the CTC / Cycling UK with concern and dismay. 

Having joined the CTC over 50 years ago, and been 

a life member for probably the last 25, it does worry 

me that the direction our National Board members 

and paid officials are taking us is not one that I wish 

to follow. I joined a club that catered for the non 

competitive side of cycling with a very strong 

emphasis on pleasure and touring rides with a bit of 

campaigning on the side. However, it seems that 

there are certain people at Head Office that think this 

is no longer the reason for the Club. I sense the lure 

of extra money from HM Government available to 

boost the campaigning and “bums on bikes” side is 

diverting us away from what I think is many existing 

members’ desire for a club that promotes cycling for 

pleasure, with a bit of campaigning on the side.  I 

have complained to Guildford about the fact that 

many of the people on the ballot paper who are 

applying to govern the Club are not even members 

or admit to being cyclists, despite a directive being 

passed at the National AGM that only existing 

members are to be eligible. I got an obviously 

duplicated reply saying how wonderful it was that so 

many had applied (I agree) that they were “having” 

(?) To whittle down the number who would appear 

on the ballot paper (who are they to decide for 

whom you can or can’t vote?) whilst totally ignoring 

my point about the AGM instruction re eligibility. 

I hope I am proved wrong, but Peter Witting’s 

comment in the “New Members” section appears to 

back up my fears.

Happy Christmas to all.            Dave Binks

My thanks to my 

contributors for getting 

their copy to me early for 

this edition.
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From The President

Neil Dixon

In my first President’s Page, written back in 

May, I expressed the opinion that the current 

slew of changes to Cycling UK didn’t really 

have any effect on my day-to-day cycling. I’m 

now starting to concede that this might not be 

true.  

Firstly, it appears the Chuggers (Charity Muggers) in charge of 

Cycling UK now longer wish to take the views of the members into 

account in running the organisation. Many of you will be aware that a 

motion was passed at the most recent national AGM, that Trustees of 

the charity should be members of Cycling UK.  The list of Trustees 

circulated to the membership for voting clearly goes against this 

motion. Secondly, several of the people that I have been riding with 

for many years have decided not to renew their Cycling UK 

membership. 

This becomes a problem for me as a Ride Leader, as many of my 

good friends are no longer insured by Cycling UK, which means I’m 

no longer insured as a Ride Leader when I ride with them on club-

runs. All of this means that I am starting to look at other alternatives 

for how South Leicestershire Section is organised. Options include 

reforming the Section as a Cycling Club and affiliating it to Cycling 

UK, which would give Ride Leader insurance for all rides with 

members of the club, at a cost to the Club of £75 per year.  Members 

would also be free to become affiliate members of Cycling UK 

through the club (£27 per year), and this would provide them with 

3rd-Party insurance.

 Unfortunately this route does not provide members with Legal 

Advice cover, which I still think is the one benefit the Cycling UK 

offers that can’t be matched elsewhere, due to the specialist 

knowledge of the legal team providing the cover.  For this reason 

Photo by Ray Clay
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alone, I’ll be maintaining my Cycling UK membership for the present.

On a different topic, my President’s Ride came and went at the start of 

September. It was a little disappointing not to get more members out 

from sections other than South Leicestershire. I have heard the 

comment that ‘South Leicestershire are too fast’. That may have been 

true 10 years ago, but I don’t think it's correct anymore.  Anyway, I 

was happy to get two new members, Ian Spence and Anne Gilhespy, 

who have continued to attend club-runs since then.
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The Secretary’s View

Ray Clay

I'm pleased to report that my troublesome knee is 

showing signs of improvement and I hope to be able 

to do some modest bike rides soon. A few months 

ago I bought a racing bike off  eBay with 27 gears. 

After a few rides I realised that even the bottom gear 

wasn't low enough for me to manage the hills. I've 

now had an even lower gear fitted so, hopefully, it 

will suit me when I'm back in the saddle.

Ex CTC councillor Phil Benstead has put the cat among the pigeons with 

his views about the elections to the Board of Trustees. He is not happy 

about the list of nominees. In particular, some of the candidates are non 

CTC members or recently joined. The question is – is it a prerequisite that 

the candidates must be CTC members or do we choose the candidates 

with the best experience regardless even if they are not CTC members? It 

has certainly divided opinion. (I know the editor's views)

photo Dave Binks

New Members

Since the last Cycle Chat we have had 10 CTC members either join the club, or 

choose to become part of our Leicestershire & Rutland Group. We welcome them 

to the Group and hope they will join in our local activities.

These newcomers are located as follows, and full details are available from the 

Membership Officer to local groups of the club should they wish to invite them 

to join our activities.

South Leics.    1 

Loughborough    1

Charnwood         3

Nuneaton & Hinckley  5

This time last year I was reporting 32 new members, but we now have only 30% 

of last year’s total. In addition, as membership secretary, I note an increasing 

number of non-renewals month on month. It does seem that the management at 

our “charity” national office are more concerned with charity work for non-

members than in retaining members of the club that employs them.

Peter Witting
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I'm afraid I wasn't able to support Neil Dixon's President's Ride since I 

had another commitment. It was also unfortunate that the date clashed 

with The East Midlands Region Audax event at Moira where some 

Leicestershire members were helping out. The feedback I've had for Neil's 

event has been positive. 

Due to the usual venue being closed for refurbishment, Eileen Johnson 

arranged the Over 60s event at the Bradgate Arms, Cropston. I thought it 

was a great success and well attended. Eileen was well tested on her 

maths. The deal was two meals for one with the higher meal being the 

charge. This meant the Eileen had to pair up people. It seemed very 

complicated to me but Eileen coped very well. Well done Eileen!

The AGM is coming up on 12th November starting at 12 noon. Hopefully 

it will be well attended. I should really like to hand over the secretary job 

to somebody younger with perhaps some fresh ideas. The photo 

competition entries will be on show. With AGM being on a Saturday 

rather than Sunday, there shouldn't be any excuse in missing a club run.

The arrangements for the CTC carol service on Sunday 11th December are 

coming together. The event will take place again at St Mary's, 

Congerstone. Again, it's been a question of two steps forward and one 

back. I've been dealing with the churchwarden who has been very helpful. 

When I first enquired about two months ago, he was pleased to host us. 

However, they were interregnum and had no vicar. It also transpired that 

their organist was not available at the time of our service. However, alls 

well that ends well. We now have a vicar and organist and use of the 

village hall.

The Mince Pie Run is to be held at Belton Village Hall on Sunday 18th 

December. This is now an East Midlands CTC event although a number 

of Leicestershire members help out. Last year was one of the most 

popular ever with an estimated 3-400 cyclists attending. Let's keep our 

fingers crossed for good weather.    

The deadline for the next issue of 

Cycle Chat is 1st February 2017
That edition will cover March, April, May 2017
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Charnwood Generals
Martin Bulmer brings us up to 

date.

Photos by Martin Bulmer and 

Pete Gale

Over the summer months we have 

continued with a full programme of 

Sunday runs. Some old favourites 

were visited, such as Ridge Lane, 

Stoke Golding and Hamstall 

Ridware where the pub happened to be holding a beer festival. There was a good 

turn out for Nick’s run along the path on the north west bank of the Trent to 

Beeston Marina, then crossing the river at Clifton Bridge and back along the south 

east bank to negotiate the new road system through Clifton to Gotham for lunch.

There was a car assisted ride to Cafe Ventoux and Wing, and another to the 

leaning tower of  Dry Doddington.

Keith Lakin organised the Tri-Vets ride with the help of Tom Bailey for the route 

planning.

At the beginning of September we headed up to Scotland for a ten day holiday 

organised by Lyn and Pete.

Seven of us, five cyclists and two drivers, met up at a farmhouse B & B at Bridge 

of Weir near Paisley. The next morning we (the cyclists) set off heading west on 

route 75 to Greenock where we caught the ferry to Dunoon for an overnight stay 

at Hunter’s Quay.

The following morning we rode alongside Holy Loch before heading west across 

the Cowal peninsular, and I think it was on this ride, at a viewpoint overlooking 

Buttock Point on the Isle of Bute, that I was taught the Bicycle Waltz. Apparently 

it is helpful, when climbing, to pedal with alternate legs. Who’d have thought it? 

Well, I considered my technique and concluded that I did indeed use alternate 

legs, but this seemingly wasn’t good enough. The secret is to count up to three. 

Glancing down, I counted my lower limbs, but could not reach the required total.  

It was then explained to me that I was not counting in order to enumerate my 

appendages, but to make more efficient use of them; “One two THREE, one two 

THREE”, giving a slight extra push on “three”. This did indeed improve my 

climbing ability, but I can’t get it out of my head now. Sadly, the “One two 

THREE” soon induced an inner musical soundtrack consisting of The Blue 

Danube and other waltzes, which in turn influenced the mental count to change to 

“ONE two three, ONE two three”, which then took on a life of its own, quite 

unrelated to the rhythm of my pedaling. So now, on hills, you may hear me 

Ready to start
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counting and humming snatches of 

Viennese Waltzes whilst pedaling 

to the totally different rhythm of a 

Monty Python-like Souza march. 

This is why I can’t dance.

But I digress. We waltzed and 

marched to Portavadie where we 

caught the ferry to Tarbert then 

headed north beside Loch Fyne to 

Ardrishaig for a very comfortable 

night in the Grey Gull Hotel.

Next day we cycled north to Oban 

by way of the stone circles at 

Kilmartin. In Oban we met up 

with Richard Shanks, now our Charnwood President, who was holidaying in the 

area with wife Jill. The next day was a rest day in Oban, involving visits to the 

Castle and Distillery, and the following day involved a short afternoon ride on the 

small island of Lismore with two ferry crossings, to spend the night in a lovely 

B&B on the bank of Loch Linnhe at Port Appin.

From Port Appin we headed north-west alongside Loch Linnhe, past Castle 

Stalker, to Corran where we took the ferry to the opposite bank and continued in a 

north-westerly direction, with views over the loch to Ben Nevis. At Camusnagaul 

we caught the ferry back across to Fort 

William for another two-night stay. The 

rest day was spent travelling on the famous 

Jacobite steam train on the famous West 

Highland Line across the famous Glen 

Finnan Viaduct to Mallaig for some famous 

Fish and Chips.

From Fort William we were heading north-

east along the Caledonian Canal in the 

Great Glenn. Neptune’s Staircase flight of 

locks was less than five miles from our 

starting point, and that is where we were 

when the rain started. The forecast had 

shown bands of rain moving up the 

Caledonian Canal, so we sheltered in a cafe 

until that band  had passed over, then 

continued in the dry patch following on. 

We visited the Commando Monument near 

Spean Bridge from where we could see 

another aspect of Ben Nevis, then continued 

The Jacobite crosses the Glen Finnan viaduct

An after lunch nap, watched over by 

a contortionist dog!
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up the south-east bank of Loch 

Lochie for lunch at The Eagle 

Barge Inn at Laggan Locks. This is 

a steel barge, floating on the canal. 

Perhaps it was the gentle rocking 

motion following the tiring climb 

up to the monument, or perhaps it 

was the luxurious sofa in the bar, 

but at least one of our riders was 

unable to fend off forty winks. 

After lunch and a nap we crossed 

to the north-west bank of Loch 

Oich visiting the Bridge of Oich at 

its north-eastern tip, then continued 

on the Great Glenn way to Fort 

Augustus for our next overnight 

stop.

Thus far we had been shadowed by 

my wife Jeannette in our car, and Nick’s wife Ayari in theirs. Nick and Ayari had 

to return home the following day, so Keith transferred his luggage from Nick’s 

car to ours. I hadn’t mentioned we were travelling light, but we were all grateful 

for the luggage-carrying cars when we were bike-waltzing up those hills.

From Fort Augustus we climbed (two THREE, One two THREE) to Loch Tarff 

and up along General Wade’s Military road to the highest point of our whole 

expedition at 393 metres compared with 18 

metres at the start of the day only just over 5 

miles before. The compensation was the next 8 

miles free-wheeling almost all the way back 

down to the banks of Loch Ness. We lunched on 

the banks of the Loch at Dores Inn from where it 

was less than ten miles to the end of the 

Caledonian Canal at Muirtown Basin, Inverness, 

over 230 miles from the start.

The weather had been kind to us; we only rode in 

the rain for just over one hour throughout the 

whole ten-day holiday.

Many thanks to Lyn and Pete for organising the 

holiday, and to Ayari and Jeannette for piloting 

the luggage. I would like to add my personal 

thanks to Keith Tilley for teaching me the 

Bicycle Waltz.

Sited between Bridge of Weir and 

Kilmacolm on the Cycle 75 track, cyclists 

pass a sculpture locally known as “The 

soldiers” but actually named “The Lost 

Roman Legion” by sculptor David Kemp

Bridge of Oich
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We need YOUR contribution

Cycle Chat is written and edited by volunteers, not paid correspondents. Your 75p 

per copy hardly even covers the cost of printing and posting, it certainly doesn’t 

leave enough to pay anyone.

Without sufficient input from our members and readers (you), Cycle Chat will just 

fade away. Don’t just leave it to others all the time.

We need items from you, yes YOU!

Anything with a loose connection to cycling is welcome. Your best/worst ride; your 

best/worst route/cycling holiday; your favourite or worst bit of kit; a recipe that 

would be particularly appealing to other cyclists; tips; things to avoid; photos with a 

cycling content (not just views); reminiscences of bygone days; letters of praise, or 

complaint; requests for info; etc, etc; or anything else that springs to mind.

Don’t worry about your spelling or grammar; that is easily corrected by the editor 

who will also do the layout and make it look really good on the printed page.

With most having access to a computer, writing a story is easy, you don’t have to do 

it all in one go. A good technique is to write down the bare bones, then go back and 

gradually fill in the details over the space of a week or two, thus letting your 

subconscious work away in the background.

Yes, we ARE interested in what you have to say.

Please send whatever you have to the Editor. Address etc inside front cover. 

Cycle Chat is the quarterly magazine of the

Leicestershire & Rutland Cyclists’ Touring Club

Editor:   Dave Binks,    davebinks@ntlworld.com    tel; 0116 2296015

92 Balmoral Rd, Mountsorrel, Loughborough, Leics, LE12 7EN     

Advertising and distribution: Aileen Andrews  -  tel: 0116 2865738

All contributions are welcome, send them to The Editor who reserves the right to amend 

copy for legal or production reasons.

Contributions should be in “MS Word” or similar, or neatly handwritten. Typed copy, 

CDs or flash drives are also welcome (CDs and drives will be returned). Please ensure 

Excel tables and PDF files are legible on an A5 page size. Photos, in .jpg format, with the 

photographer’s name and permission are welcome. 

All contributions should be accompanied by the writer’s name, address, telephone number 

or e-mail. If not stated, the photos are by the article’s author. We try to acknowledge photo 

copyright whenever possible. If there is a problem, we apologise and ask you to contact 

us immediately. 

Views expressed in letters, articles or editorial are not necessarily those of the 

Leicestershire & Rutland CTC.

Printed by Teamprint, Loughborough 01509 261425 
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Technical Topics
by Peter Witting

Middleburn is no more!

This British firm was filling a niche market 

in chainsets aimed at us tourists needing low 

gears. Chris Juden was a fan, with a 20/40 

double chainset. The club’s national 

magazine “Cycle” printed a review in 

August/September 2016. Yet the next edition reported Middleburn had 

closed down. Sad news! Looks like Shimano’s XT triple 22/30/40 offers 

the best option now.

“Chain Suck” and its prevention

Riding along peacefully in late Summer I was suddenly brought to a halt 

while changing gear. The chain had doubled up under the front 

mechanism, jamming the transmission. Only by using my chain tool to 

split the chain could I free up the system. It took about 20 minutes, 

leaving me with black hands! This was my first ever incidence of what is 

known as “chain suck”. Chris Juden, the former Technical Officer of our 

club, responded to my posting in Facebook as follows:

“There are two main causes of chain suck: new chain on worn teeth and 

unfortunate alignments of teeth on adjacent rings. The first manifests 

just riding along but pedaling hard and most commonly affects alloy 

rings with a small number of teeth. It can be solved most cheaply by 

filling back the hooked tooth tips before fitting a new chain and more 

permanently by choosing super-hard alloy or steel for small rings. The 

second type of chain suck happens during a shift, usually a downshift 

under pressure. This behaviour can be most persistent when one fits 

some other combination of rings than Mr Shimano intended! This may 

cause the shifting gates to line up in such a way that it's possible for an 

exact number of chain links to span tightly between the larger ring's 

shifting gate and the teeth of the smaller ring you're shifting down to, so 

tightly that it won't release when that bit of chain rotates to the 
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unloaded underside of the transmission. This can often be cured by 

advancing or retarding the orientation of the smaller ring by one spider 

arm. This can also happen, albeit less often and at random, with rings 

that do not have shifting gates. But even then it's not totally random, 

because one tends to favour certain points in the pedaling circle when it 

comes to shifting, so moving around the smaller ring can help 

nevertheless.”

In my case it was the latter incidence, with old Stronglight chainrings 

which lack the sophistication of newer designs by Shimano etc. So yes, 

I’m rotating the middle ring one hole relative to the outer, and the inner 

ring one hole relative to the middle. Oh yes, I’m also packing some blue 

workshop rubber gloves in my tool roll just in case it doesn’t work!

Editor’s Comment - most of the “cures” suggested should only be 

regarded as a temporary fix until a new chainring is fitted. Components 

wear out, it’s a fact of life - get used to it. I recall one lad in my club 

wondering why his chain jumped on the chainring when he applied 

pressure. Upon inspection, the teeth of the chainring were worn down to 

little more than stumps!

So, how should they look?

Topmost teeth 

are part worn.

Middle teeth are 

badly worn.

Bottom teeth are 

in good 

condition.
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Charnwood’s Herefordshire Rivers, Roads and Rail Extravaganza 

by Lyn Gale

Continued from Autumn’s Edition.

May Bank Holiday saw Charnwood Section having a week in the green, 

rolling hills of Herefordshire, with six of the generals being based at a 

converted barn in Priors Frome and three of the easy riders at a campsite 

near Withington Marsh.

The story continues……

A group trip to Cardiff, care of Arriva Trains Wales, was the activity for 

Wednesday.  It was an absolute scorcher of a day.  We all chose to use the 

open top bus tour, getting off half way round for a visit to the bay area.  

Brenda, Pearl and Dave then did their own thing, Martin, Jeanette, Pete and 

I spent a long time having lunch on a veranda of a bar overlooking the bay 

enjoying the sunshine.  It was then back on the bus to the centre of Cardiff 

for a quick look around before the train took us back to Hereford.  A quick 

decision on the way back led to us all having our evening meal together, 

with Nick and Ayari joining us at the pub.

The last ride of the holiday belonged to Nick, and 

with his fresh legs he set off at a pace to go north.  

By going through Lugwardine we were able to 

use the unusually named Black Hole Lane, an old 

roman road that used to run from Grandison to 

Kenchester.   Following the Lugg on its eastern 

bank we passed through Walker’s Green to arrive 

at the 11’s stop at Brockington Hall Golf Club.  

A seat outside in the sun, watching the golfers 

swing their clubs, eating a bacon sandwich - what 

more could you ask for on a Thursday morning?

Crossing the Lugg we called in at the church at Bodenham to have a quick 

look, with the road out of the village giving us a spectacular view over the 

river valley as we climbed up to the A49.  After passing through Wellington 

village we made for the Bell Inn at Tillington for lunch.  Sunshine, a very 

nice garden, and food meant the lunch stop lasted a little while.
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This time we passed by Credenhill barracks to the east and then used little 

lanes to bounce around the north side of the River Wye’s banks before 

passing the Waterworks museum (sadly closed on a Friday), through Here-

ford, and back to the barn on the now familiar B4224.

As it was the final evening a further pub quiz was in order, this time at the 

Barrels.  Hereford’s May Fair was in full swing, so the town was very busy, 

and so was the pub, though as the quiz started the masses of people thinned 

slightly.  This time we got to the tie break, but were miles away with our 

guess on the answer – but it’s the taking part that counts ...

Friday saw us all depart our separate ways.  However all of us agreed that 

for a county so close, it was one we had rarely visited, but would definitely 

visit again. With its plethora of little lanes, climbs to make your heart rate 

race, river valleys to make you stop and stare and history in abundance, 

Herefordshire is certainly one little gem.

All photos by Pete Gale

Lunch at The Bell, Tillington
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The Trossachs via the Campsie Fells

“Touring for Softies”

By Neil Dixon and Judy Dawson

All photos by Neil Dixon

Day 1

Leicester to Bridge of Allan by train

A civilised start from Leicester at 11.01am gave us an arrival time of 

5.30pm at our bed and breakfast.  The journey involved a change at 

Chesterfield and a change at Edinburgh Waverley. The Virgin Cross 

Country trains store the bikes in the carriage instead of in the modern 

equivalent of a guards van so you don’t need to find someone to unlock the 

guard’s van. Bridge of Allan is close to Stirling University and has plenty of 

choice for eating. 

Day 2

Bridge of Allan to Balmaha

We headed East to Balmaha on the Eastern shore of Loch Lomond. A fierce 

headwind  made the ride hard work. We try to build in flexibility  when 

planning a tour so that if the weather is good we have the potential for a 

longer ride and if the weather is grim we don’t have too far to go between 

bed and breakfast stops. From Bridge of Allan we picked up a tiny single 

track lane which took a beautiful if slightly lumpy route to Doune. We 

surprised deer browsing in the hedgerows and met no traffic. Doune has a 

pretty castle and a short stop to consult the map brought some helpful 

information on route choice, tarmac quality and cafe location from a man 

digging up the road. If you want to know about tarmac ask a cyclist who 

digs up roads for a living. We took the B826 from Doune to Thornhill, 

turned left in Thornhill to head along the B822 across Flanders Moss 

heading for Kippen. We had been directed to an excellent cafe at the 

junction of the A811 and the B822. The A811 is straight and fast and carries 

all the traffic going west from Stirling. From Kippen we climbed up and 

around the Campsie Fells to Fintry. From Fintry it was west on the B818 to 

Killearn.  In Killearn we found an un-signposted route north west to 

Gartness and after crossing the A81 we headed for Drymen. The single track 

roads west of Killearn go up and down in roller coaster fashion and they are 

fun to ride.  We saw a few walkers but no traffic. From Drymen it’s a short 

hop to Balmaha with its bobbing boats and views of Loch Lomond. We 
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knew that if the weather was good we would be able to drop off our gear at 

the bed and breakfast in Balmaha and continue north to explore the road that 

goes north along the east side of the loch. After 35 miles  in a strong 

headwind  we declined the opportunity of more exploring.

Day 3

A short circuit from Balmaha

We had chosen to book two nights in Balmaha with the plan that we could 

hire a canoe and explore Loch Lomond or ride for a day without panniers. 

White water and gale force winds meant that canoeing was cancelled. It 

rained for most of the day but not to be defeated we headed out to Balloch 

with a plan to ride on to Glen Fruin and Garelochhead if the weather 

improved.  A short section of the A811 was a bit busy but we were soon on 

Sustrans Route 7 which follows a series of quiet lanes and  comes into 

Balloch through the Balloch Castle Country Park. Think big trees and no 

traffic, pretty lanes and coffee in Balloch. It carried on raining so after a 

good long coffee stop which easily became lunch we headed back to the bed 

and breakfast at Balmaha with a plan to ride the road north of Balmaha  

following the banks of Loch Lomond as far as Rowardennan Lodge.  For 

those who have walked the West Highland Way the route will be familiar. 

The road is tough and full of steep climbs . Motorists are advised not to 

stop. You are never far from the Loch and the forest feels primeval. The 

Judy stretches her legs to add human interest to Neil’s photograph.
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road runs out eventually. 

We asked if it was 

possible to road bike as 

far as Inversnaid but 

were advised “only if 

you are happy to carry 

the bike”

Day 4 

Balmaha to Callander

With the panniers and 

the saddle bag back on it 

was time to move on to 

our next bed and 

breakfast in Callander. We headed from Balmaha to Drymen and from 

Drymen we took Sustrans Route 7 north through the Garadhban Forest to 

Gartmore and Aberfoyle. This part of Route 7 is tarmac all the way to 

Aberfoyle and although rough in places it is a lovely quiet Route. After 

lunch in Aberfoyle we took the A821 north through the Achray Forest. The 

road climbs but it is well graded and the alternative Sustrans Route 7  north 

of Aberfoyle is more suited to a mountain bike. We found the road quiet. 

The A821 follows the north shore of Loch Venachar east to Callander  

passing through Brig o Turk with its famous cyclists cafe. Back in the 1920s 

cyclists gathered at the cafe as their lunch stop on rides out of Glasgow. It 

serves excellent food. Heading into Callander cyclists are signed right off 

the A821 in order to avoid a stretch of the busy A84. The A84 carries lots of 

heavy waggons through the centre of Callander. Callander has hostel and 

bed and breakfast options and an excellent Italian restaurant called Ciro’s.

Day 5 

A day ride  from Callander to explore Loch Katrine

Leaving our luggage at the bed and breakfast we headed out of Callander on 

the A81, past Loch Rusky and west to Aberfoyle. At Aberfoyle we carried 

on west on the B829 to lunch at Stronachlachar on the banks of Loch 

Katrine. All I can say is what a stunning ride. The road hangs on the edge of 

Loch Ard and tumbles up and down all the way from Loch Ard to 

Stronachlachar. The pier cafe  at Stronachlachar has wonderful views. From 

here a private road runs northwest and then south east around the edge of 

Loch Katrine. The road is owned by Scottish Water and provides access for 

Loch Earn viewed from RN7
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walkers, cyclists and a few houses dotted along 

the shore.  Locked barriers restrict cars  from 

using the road.  It is a great ride with views of 

the Loch. At the southern end of Loch Katrine 

tourism reappears in the shape of boats, 

parking, cafes, toilets and bike hire and people 

wander 100 yards from their cars to admire the 

view. We headed back to Callandar.

Day 6

Callander to  Killin and on to Ben Lawers

We had watched the heavy traffic roll through Callander and realised that 

the road route north on the A84 might be a problem. It was a Sunday and we 

knew that the Sustrans route was an option. We headed off road almost 

immediately  following the Sustrans signage only to find tree roots, nasty 

narrow cattle grids and a bit too much mud for my liking. Back to the road 

for a bit. After a short rough section the Sustrans route improves and we 

decided to risk the inevitability that it would deteriorate again. It follows the 

west side of Loch Lubnaig through the Queen Elizabeth Forest Park whilst 

the road follows the east side. Most of the Sustrans route proved ok but 

there were sections where I was forced to push and after a particularly rough 

bit of forest track I was relieved to see tarmac and a cafe at Strathyre.  A 

local campaign has resulted in a lovely new section of route just north of 

Strathyre so don’t give up on Sustrans. There is a big climb near 

Lochearnhead with stunning views down Loch Earn. The route follows the 

route of an old railway line. At the top of the coll on the A85 the Sustrans 

route crosses the main road and descends through the forest to Killin. We 

had tried this Sustrans route last year and found it rough in places so we 

opted for the main road. The Falls of Dochart are worth a look on the way 

into Killin. We lunched in Killin and then headed up Glen Lochay to have a 

look at a National Trust for Scotland property called Moirlanich Longhouse. 

The weather was changeable and we were soon steaming along a very quiet 

A827 towards the Ben Lawers Hotel. 

Day 7

Ben Lawers Hotel to Bridge of Balgie exploring Glen Lyon and East to 

Aberfeldy

We didn’t like the Ben Lawers Hotel but it was well placed to explore Glen 

Lyon. Glen Lyon is billed as the longest, loveliest and loneliest glen in 
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Scotland. It is wonderful. The road is full of interest . Red squirrels bound 

across the road and the River Lyon is beautiful. At Bridge of Balgie the post 

office serves excellent food. The lady who runs it had a previous career 

clearing land-mines in Angola. After cycling down the glen we stopped off 

to see the  Fortingall Yew tree.  The tree is billed as being the oldest tree in 

the British Isles. The Fortingall Hotel serves good soup. From here it is a 

lovely ride down the valley to Aberfeldy. We reached our destination with 

enough time for a  walk up the Birks of Aberfeldy. The trees were just 

starting to turn colour and at 5pm it was very peaceful.

Day 8

Aberfeldy to Dunkeld and Birnam railway station and the return train 

trip to Leicester

We had an afternoon train booked from Dunkeld and Birnam railway station 

so there was plenty of time for a relaxed ride. The two options are both 

stunning. The A826 climbs out of Aberfeldy whilst the route through 

Weem, Strathtay and Dalguise  has less climbing. The  flatter route has a 

mile stretch of  Sustrans rough track following the river Tay just before you 

enter Dunkeld in order to avoid the A9. This proved fine in dry weather. 

Dunkeld has a smoke house where you can buy fresh smoked salmon and  

Birnam has a Beatrix Potter exhibition and cafe conveniently located next to 

the railway station. The train ride back to Leicester was trouble free.

Glorious Glen Lyon
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Parlez Vous Kilometres?

Perhaps it’s just that I’m getting old and grumpy, but I am becoming 

increasingly annoyed at the habit some cyclists have of talking about 

distances and speeds using the metric system of kilometres.

Yes, I know that those who ride Audaxes will tell me it’s because Audaxes 

started off in France, where the metric system is the national standard, and 

I totally understand why anyone riding Paris - Brest - Paris etc would talk 

kilometres. 

But this is not France, it’s the UK, where the national standard of 

measurement for road distances and speeds are miles, and miles per hour. 

We have only very recently voted to distance ourselves from European 

control and influence over our political life, laws and regulations, so why 

the move towards kilometres?

We speak English, not French or any other European or other world 

language, we use pounds sterling for currency, road signs always display 

miles, so why do they persist in talking kilometres?

When they enter a UK Audax, they don’t enter using Euros, they use 

pounds sterling and the info is in English, not French.

Yes, I can do a “quick and dirty” 

conversion in my head from 

kilometres to miles, but why should I 

need to this side of the English 

Channel?

I think the next time I talk to 

someone about distances and they 

reply with an answer in kilometres, 

I’ll start talking back to them in 

French!    

Dave Binks

1 mile = 1.60934 kms

1 kilometre = 0.621371 mls
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Fifty Years a Cyclist

On the first Sunday of July Alan Stani-

forth celebrated his 50th year as a club 

cyclist. 

In the following article, he reminisces 

on his life awheel.

In The Beginning

For my 14th birthday in 1966 my father 

gave me a new bike. It was a magnificent 

Viking Presto with a silver and pale blue 

paint finish. It had cost £26 and was ac-

quired with the aid of a Provident cheque which allowed my father to pay for the 

bike in weekly instalments.

A few weeks before acquiring my new steed I had noticed a poster on the notice 

board in the school corridor. It was inviting new riders to join the National Clarion 

– Peterborough section. (For those who don’t know, The National Clarion Cycling 

Club is a cycling club with some 30 member sections and over 1800 members 

throughout Great Britain and Europe. It has always had a slight socialist leaning, 

although this is played down nowadays). By the time I got my new bike the poster 

had been taken down but the Deputy Headmaster at school remembered all the 

details. In the evening of the first Thursday after my birthday I rode my bike down 

to Peterborough Youth Centre where the Clarion held its weekly club night. I en-

tered the vast wooden shed and was immediately welcomed by the club secretary 

Harry Berridge wearing his trade mark beret at a jaunty angle.

There were about 20 people in the room some playing darts, others snooker. A 

group of young people were gathered around a record player listening to ‘Get The 

Fire Brigade’ by The Move. In the corner by a hatch in the wall were two people 

looking carefully at a map. Behind the hatch a lady was pouring tea into cups 

from a huge pot.

Harry introduced me to a few people and at the end of the first hour I felt as if I’d 

known these people for a long time.

I joined the club run on the first Sunday in July. Pete Irons, the Runs Captain and 

his girlfriend Margaret told me where we were going. I’d got sandwiches in an old 

army rucksack and water in a drinking bottle fitted in a cage on my handlebars.

We were heading for Kings Cliffe for lunch and then onto to Ship Inn at Oundle 

for tea where we were to meet the ‘afternoon run’. In the morning we crossed the 

A1 at Wansford and cycled around the lanes and bridleways until lunchtime. In 
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those days there was no café stop in the morning but there would be an occasional 

stop, usually at the top of a hill, for a fag break. I guess about half of the adult rid-

ers smoked. I particularly remember Tubbby Whybroe, a former sailor, who 

smoked Capstan Full Strength.

In 1966 and for many years afterwards the format of the club run never changed. 

There was a Runs Card published every quarter. The Runs Captain or one of two 

Vice Captains would lead the day ride from the Fountain, New England, north of 

Peterborough city centre. We would ride about 40-45 miles to lunch, usually taken 

in a pub. In the afternoon a second ride would leave from The Fountain at 2.15 

p.m. and make its way to a predetermined tea stop, booked by the Captain, where 

the day ride met with the afternoon riders. At about 6.00 p.m. the Captain would 

send the faster riders off, general-

ly these were the racing boys or 

those who aspired to race. The 

fast group made their way to one 

of the many regular pub stops 

around the edge of Peterborough 

or a nearby village. Often they’d 

arrive a few minutes before 

opening time at 7.00 p.m. and 

stood around getting chilled after 

their fast ride from tea. The slow-

er riders would arrive relaxed 

and ready for a pint. There was 

stiff competition on the dartboard 

and often the locals would let the 

cyclists get their dart matches 

underway knowing that we’d be 

gone by 8.00. We left the pub as one group but then split up and made our way to 

different parts of the city or the local villages.

Racing

After 2-3 day rides I was persuaded to ride the club evening 10-mile TT. In 1966 

the course ran north from Werrington along the A15, through Market Deeping, 

and turned between Langtoft and Baston. I was given basic instructions (ride like 

hell!) and told to look out for the copper on Deeping bridge. If he saw you with 

your head down he would try to stop riders either on the way out or on the return.

The older stronger riders ignored the policeman and used the down-slope off the 

bridge to accelerate and hope nothing came across the roundabout in the village to 

impede them in their escape.

Riding in Fenland Clarion C&AC colours in 

the Northants & District CA “25” , 1968
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In my first 10 TT I recorded 29.57. The next week I took my mudguards off and 

wore my school P.E. kit. I recorded 29.02. I’d got the racing bug just like my 

friend Pete Fountain who joined about the same time as I did. My abiding memory 

of Pete was his creation of the ‘bogle’ an imaginary creature that we endlessly 

talked about on our first Night Ride the following year to keep us awake.

There was a group of young riders in the Clarion keen to race and by the end of 

1966 we were allowed to join the fast group riding home from the tea stop. Inevi-

tably most of the youngsters initially got dropped or feared death as their (n)Ever 

Ready front light flickered, failed or fell off the bracket mounted on the forks.

My first Runs Card – Summer & Autumn 

1966 included an “Impromptu” ride, a Free-

wheeling Competition, a Club 12 Hour TT, 

Club 25 TT, the Nominations Meeting, Navi-

gation Rally, Hill Climb, AGM, YH weekends 

and the Club Dinner. Pete Fountain and I got 

lost on the Navigation Rally and had to open 

the envelope with details of the tea stop. For 

our failings we were both presented with a pair 

of ancient spectacles at the Club Dinner.

All of these events required considerable or-

ganisation and illustrate how well some clubs were organised and managed on a 

purely voluntary basis by its members. I was encouraged to get involved in run-

ning the club from the outset. I became the club Captain in 1970 and received the 

National Clarion Clubman of the Year Award in 1971. Around that time, I organ-

ised a trip for three club mates to cycle from Zurich to Mendrisio in Italy to watch 

the world championship. I can’t image doing that without a mobile or internet 

now. The year after Mendrisio I organise a tour of Switzerland for club members.

One of the highlights of the first quarter of the Clarion year was the Easter Meet. 

At the Easter Meet all the sections of the National Clarion sent riders to take part 

in races, social events, steady rides and most importantly the Annual General 

Meeting at which major issues would be discussed and resolved in a very demo-

cratic way. I can vaguely remember the discussion about the National Clarion 

ceasing its affiliation to the Labour Party and no longer sending delegates to the 

TUC National Conference. At the formal dinner a huge array of magnificent tro-

phies were presented to Clarion members for their achievements. I would often 

hear recipients of these trophies asking if someone with a car could take the 

trophy(s) home for them since they had ridden to the Easter Meet.

For a schoolboy, participation in club life not only provided endless enjoyment in 

the saddle but it gave one a basic understanding of planning and organising, work-

“One of the 

highlights of the 

first quarter of the 

Clarion year was 

the Easter Meet.”
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ing together with each other and good governance of the organisation of which 

you were a member.

In 1966 members of the Peterborough Clarion that wished to race had to join the 

Fenland Clarion Cycling & Athletic Club. The membership of the Fenland C&AC 

was virtually the same as the Clarion section. The FC&AC was affiliated to the 

RTTC, BCF, Fenland RRA and the Northants & District Cycling Association. 

These bodies governed racing locally or nationally. I got my first RTTC handbook 

in January 1967 and eagerly read it cover to cover. Once this book, and a similar 

BCF handbook was published, club nights would be alive with conversations 

about who was going to ride what during the season. By the end of January pro-

grammes were agreed and training started in earnest. Training in those days con-

sisted of a chain gang thrashing around the lanes in the dark.

I quickly got established as a schoolboy racing cyclist and won my first race at the 

Easter Meet in Malvern in 1967. That year I rode a full programme of club and 

open time trials, a handful of road races and the Kettering Track League on Friday 

evenings during the summer. It wasn’t uncommon to race on Saturday, Sunday, 

mid-week, then track league on Friday and occasionally grass track during the 

summer months and cyclo-cross in the winter.

However, the club runs and associated events were the 

bedrock of everyone’s year. If you got a bit stale of rac-

ing mid-season then you knew you could fall back on a 

great programme of cycling events

Becoming moderately successful as a cyclist seemed to 

improve my school work. It also gave me confidence to 

get more involved in sport. I got into the school rugby 

team for my final two years and I won several inter-

school cross-country runs.

In the late 1960s, science was just beginning to appear in 

Fenland cycling, with the introduction of circuit training 

in the gym during the winter months. The Clarion, now fully merged with the 

C&AC, had a club coach. Bill Glover, our coach, teamed up with a PE teacher 

from one of the local schools to create a circuit of exercises at three different lev-

els of intensity. Gym sessions were initially held on club nights in the Drill Hall 

where the club had now moved. We started with a two mile run to warm up or 

running around the inside of the hall if the weather was bad. Circuit training had a 

hugely positive impact on riders’ core strength. Later when the sessions were 

moved to a local school gym on Friday evenings, weights were integrated into the 

circuit. That circuit experience stayed with me for many years. I later became a 

British Amateur Weight Lifting Association Coach. In my professional life, I in-

troduced employee gyms at Cadbury Schweppes in Bournville and at the Glaxo 
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Merry Christmas and 

Happy New Year
and lots of safe cycling to all 

our readers
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site at Barnard Castle. I later did the early coaching of my son Ben who became a 

British Junior Powerlifting Champion. All of this had its roots in my cycling with 

the Clarion for which I will be eternally grateful.

When the world championships were held around Leicester the Clarion organised 

buses to take us to the events. I still cherish my colour photo of Eddy Merckx cor-

nering somewhere around Kirby Mallory in the road race.

My racing career progressed very well despite a couple of serious crashes. In 1973 

I got a place at Loughborough University to study Chemistry & Management. I 

immediately joined the university cycling club which was very strong amongst the 

university clubs. That year the Fenland Clarion as it was now known decided to 

make an attempt on the World 24-hour roller racing record. I went to university 

knowing that I was in the team that would make the attempt in November 1973.

I was already attending two circuit training sessions each week at Loughborough 

led by Mike Smith, a prominent athletics coach and great advocate of science in 

sport. He heard of my involvement in the record attempt and found me a brand 

new set of rollers and prepared a training programme for me to follow through 

October and early November. My fellow team members back in Peterborough 

were not so fortunate. They’d managed to pull together a couple of sets of rollers 

and trained in a cold garage at one of their houses. We broke the record with 1199 

miles and an average speed over 24 hours of 49.958 mph. The crowds that gath-

ered outside a former Boots The Chemist store in Peterborough increased through-

out the attempt until the police closed the 

road outside for the last hour. The city May-

or and Mayoress were there at the finish and 

plied all the riders and support team with 

champagne. When I rode the 2 miles home, I 

had to get off my bike to push it over the 

railway bridge I was so tired! That night we 

were all collected from our homes by car and 

taken to the Fox & Hounds at Longthorpe 

for a meal. By 9pm most of the riders had 

fallen asleep at the table or in chairs in the 

bar! The record breaking attempt raised 

£250, a lot of money in those days, for 

PHAB, a local charity helping people with 

disabilities

During my time at Loughborough University 

I would often ride home on Friday night to 

Peterborough on fixed wheel, go out with the 

club run on Sunday and leave them in the 
Shirley Road Club TT, 1978
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late afternoon to get back to the University in 

time for the Sunday night disco.

I raced with the University team and won med-

als for both time trials and road races in both 

the Athletic Union and British Universities 

Sports Federation events.

I played rugby for the University and juggled 

the end of the cycle racing season with the be-

ginning of the rugby season for the first two 

years.

In the holidays I returned to Peterborough and 

picked up with the Clarion where I’d left off. In 

1975 I started my year-long industrial place-

ment at British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL) near 

Preston. I joined the Preston Wheelers which 

was very similar to the Clarion in organisation 

and participation.

When the time came for me to return to Lough-

borough for my final year the Preston Wheelers 

gave me a great send off with a meal at a pub, some wonderful speeches and a 

magnificent pewter tankard engraved with the words, ”To Stan From The Preston 

Wheelers”. They had welcomed me into their club and helped me develop my rac-

ing career.

I returned to Loughborough and got back in with the old gang of cyclists. After 

my final exams I didn’t wait around for graduation, I left for the USA having se-

cured a place with Camp America, where I took groups of youngsters from 

wealthy families living north of New York on 2-3 week cycling tours in New 

England, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

Moving On

On returning from the States I joined Cadbury Schweppes as a graduate trainee in 

Personnel (now called Human Resources, or HR for short). After a false start with 

the almost defunct Birmingham CC I joined the Shirley Roads Club and enjoyed 

3-4 years with them before buying our first house and moving to Bournville. The 

Shirley was just like the Clarion, a well organised annual programme of events 

and races. There was a strong group of racing cyclists that had won nation hon-

ours (Dave Whitehouse, Jack Sharp). One of the great annual events in the Shirley 

calendar was the Cotswolds weekend which was very much an end of racing so-

cial weekend (with sprints for every village sign).

Giving advice at the Beacon 

Roads CC track Champs, 1984
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In 1978 I got a role as team driver on the Milk Race. I took annual leave from 

Cadbury for two weeks. I was assigned to the Swiss team since I spoke German. 

However, their accents were so strong that I and anyone else that spoke German 

found it difficult to understand them. I switched to driving the Race Doctor 

around and processing all the urine samples taken at the end of each stage. WA-

DA would have been impressed by my home grown efforts to secure the integrity 

of the samples which were analysed at Imperial College and any untoward results 

provided over a landline phone to the doctor.

On the Milk Race stage that finished in Birmingham that year a randomly selected 

Swedish rider could not provide a sample of urine when requested. The rules re-

quired him to remain with the doctor until such time as a sample of urine was pro-

vided. The doctor despatched me to the nearest shop that sold beer, in particular, 

Carlsberg Special. A four-pack was acquired and the rider, seated in the back of 

my car, was encouraged by the doctor to sink a couple of cans. By the time we 

reached the hotel at Great Barr, north of the city centre the rider was very talka-

tive. As I stopped the car outside the entrance to Reception the rider indicated to 

the doctor that he could now pee. Still in his blue and yellow cycling kit he 

grabbed the container leapt from the back of car and promptly produce a fine 

foaming specimen, just as a wedding party was gathering on the nearby grass for 

the photos. Fortunately, the wedding party burst into laughter and invited the rider 

Medical Control, Milk Race 1978
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to join them for the photos. He declined and was helped inside the hotel by the 

doctor and I.

When I moved home to Bournville I joined the Beacon Road Club based at North-

field on the south side of Birmingham. The Beacon’s spiritual home was the 

Black Horse pub at Northfield but it had a good club night in a nearby social club 

on the village green. Once again this was a very well managed club with a great 

history and some national standard riders (Chris Goodfellow, Steve Jones). I 

stayed with the Beacon until 1988 with seven fantastic years of racing, touring 

and getting involved in a wide range of cycling activities. For several years with 

the Beacon I piloted the partially sighted Roger (The Dodger) Green on his tan-

dem. We ‘terrorised’ the club riders in the sprint for the café with a devastating 

display of power.

In 2013 I accepted an invitation from Roger to pilot him 

on a five-day charity ride from Coventry to Leeds and 

back in the company of other tandems and unsighted rid-

ers. This was to be completed via the National Cycle Net-

work. Our experience demonstrated that local authority 

obsession with preventing motor vehicles on the network 

restricted access for tandems and made progress difficult 

and hazardous for unsighted people who had to frequently 

dismount to overcome the many obstacles placed in our way. The ride raised 

many thousands of pounds for RP Fighting Blindness. One of my most memora-

ble occasions with the Beacon was riding the Paris Roubaix Audax with many 

thousands of riders. In those days the ride started in the forests north of Paris and 

ended at the famous Roubaix Stadium where riders could experience those ancient 

granite shower cubicles. A German mobile TV crew followed the Beacon riders 

for an hour or so reporting back that viewers in Germany were seeing the British 

Eggs & Beacon team.

In 1988 I moved from Bournville to Barnard Castle, County Durham to work for 

Glaxo Pharmaceuticals. Before moving, the arrival of our son, and work commit-

ments, had brought an end to my racing but I was still an active cyclist. I could 

only justify a half-day ride on Sundays. I kept myself fit with lunchtime cross 

country runs, weights in the company gym and a punishing circuit training session 

twice a week. For the first six months at Barnard Castle I didn’t ride with a club. I 

did a lot of mountain bike riding along the ‘coffin roads’ that ran across the north 

Pennines. In spring 1989 we moved to our own house in Darlington and I joined 

the Richmond & Darlington CC. This was a stark contrast to all of my club expe-

rience up to that point. Club runs were not formally organised but haphazardly 

took place on Sundays. There were some very good racing members but they 

didn’t appear to support one another. I rode with the ‘R&D’ most Sunday morn-

ings. There weren’t any other events such as hostelling, competitions or a social 

“The ride 

raised many 

thousands 

of pounds”
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Charnwood Section club run on the 17th July, near Sawley lock on the River 

Trent, on the way to Beeston Marina for “elevenses”.  

Lyn Gale’s picture shows, from left to right:

Pete Gale, Keith Tilley, Andrew Simmonds, Richard Shanks, Martin Bulmer, 

Nick Tudor-Jones, Rieta Simmonds and Andy.

Whilst living in Darlington I would often commute the 28 miles to Barnard Castle 

and back by bike. The dreaded Winston Bank was particularly character-building 

when riding into a strong south westerly. On more than one occasion I rode home 

in heavy snow on my fixed wheel bike and on these snowy occasions I was one of 

the few vehicles to get up the hill into Gainford unassisted. My motorised 

colleagues were amazed that I could beat them back to Darlington on my bike in 

the snow.                           

To be continued
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Mince Pie 

Meet

Sunday 18 December 2016

Belton Village Hall

Free Entry

Once again, hundreds of  East 

Midlands cyclists will be meeting at 

Belton Village Hall for the Annual 

Mince Pie Meet.

All are welcome, make your own way 

there, preferably travelling by bike 

with friends and clubmates and enjoy 

refreshments at cost. Have a good old 

chinwag with those folks you haven’t 

seen for ages, exchange Christmas 

cards and greeting, buy some raffle tickets in aid of a local charity, and then 

make your own way 

home, or to the pub!

The doors open about 

10.30 am and it’s all 

over by about 1.30 pm.

Entry is free, and there is 

lots of room for your 

bikes. Car parking is 

limited at the hall, but 

there is room in the 

surrounding streets.
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Leicestershire and Rutland CTC

CAROL SERVICECAROL SERVICECAROL SERVICECAROL SERVICE
SUNDAY 11TH DECEMBER 

2016

St. Mary the Virgin Church, 

Congerstone

Starting at 1.15pm

Refreshments available in the Village 

Hall before and after the service

Leicestershire & Rutland CTC Events 2016

11 Dec Carol Service        See advert 

18 Dec Mince Pie Meet,  E Mids Region event  See advert
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Leicester Easy Riders

Runs List

Contact is David Smith 0116 2417908

 (No Runs in December)

Aug 28  9.30 SO Foxton, Naseby, Saddington     Date Start Meet Destination Leader 

8 Jan 10 SMBS Rothley Stn Andy Tokeley

15 Jan 10 SC Tugby R.Bilston 

22 Jan 10 BXR Sevenoaks D. Smith 

29 Jan 10 GCUP Cosby C.Field 

5 Feb 10 HP Thrussington R.Barber

12 Feb 10 SMBS Goscote Nurseries B. Daxini

19 Feb 10 SMBS Anstey/ Bradgate Pk A.Tokeley

26 Feb 10 SO Tur langton C.Field 

5 Mar 10 WHS Twyford D. Smith

12Mar 10 SMBS Mountsorrel R.Bilston

19 Mar 10 SO Foxton B. Daxini

26 Mar 10 Informal

WANTED       Your photos

As I hope you have noticed, more photos are appearing in Cycle Chat but we 

constantly need more. The advent of digital photography has made taking, 

manipulating, distributing and reproducing the images easy these days, so 

there is no excuse for not giving your work a wider audience.

If you have some cycling related shots (not views) that would be suitable for 

publication and you would like to share, email them to 

davebinks@ntlworld.com

Images must be in .jpg format (every digital camera does 

that automatically) and I must have both the name of the 

photographer and his/her permission to use it. I am 

particularly keen to see work that has been shot in vertical 

format because then it can be used on the front cover!

To keep costs down, only shots printed on the outer covers 

are in colour, but I can convert any others to black & white.
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